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INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE



Create a larger opening in the harness to be able to pass 
the harness over the dog by releasing the harness’s waist 
straps. Thread the harness over the dog and then tighten 
the straps evenly and not too hard. Secure the harness 
by re-threading the straps through the buckles.

If the straps are too long, they can be cut off and “sealed” 
by burning the ends with a lighter. Attach the strap with 
the carbine hook to the seat belt.

When traveling, the carabiner’s strap should be attached 
to the harness’s lower lashing ring. At the end of the 
journey, the harness is detached from the strap with a 
carabiner. For regular leash, the upper lashing ring can 
be used.

Use Description:
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A The car’s seatbelt B Carabiner strap (can be left in the car)

C Harness D Padded chestplate

VERY IMPORTANT
Both carabiners has to be 
attached to the seatbelt, 
specially for the M, L and 
XL sizes of the harness.



1. Release and extend rear straps, left and right

2. Step through the front legs

3. Step through the head

4. Tighten both rear straps and if necessary, cut off the 
strap ends.

5. Warning: It is imperative to re-tighten the strap to 
secure the dog completely.

6. Attach both carabiners to the seat belt, specially for 
the M, L and XL sizes of the harness.

7. Attach the carabiner strap exclusively to the lower 
lashing ring of the harness, for safety reasons!
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WARNING
Make sure that the lower lashing ring is used 

to attach the harness to the seatbelt.

The upper lashing ring 
is to be used for regular 

leash only.

Security Note:
The dog must always be transported 
in the back seat. Ideally behind a 
passenger-free front seat.

Check the harness regularly and 
replace the part that is broken or worn.

Care instructions:
When dirt and hair need to be removed 
from the harness, use a neutral soap.


